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Introduction 

Due to an abundance of wind energy and the need for a cleaner renewable 

energy, wind power has an important role in the generation of electricity 

and can alleviate pressure on the energy demand [1]. 

According to the Global wind statistics by the Global Wind Energy Council, 

at the end of 2017, the cumulative installed capacity of wind power topped 

at 539.581 GW, with a new installed capacity of 52.573 GW [2]. However, 

WT’s cost of operation and maintenance can take up to 30% of the lifecycle 

cost, due to harsh environmental condition and cyclic wind loading [3]. 

One of the key components of a WT is the blade (WTB), which together with 

the generator and gearbox, have the highest failure rate among all the other 

component of the WT, causing expensive downtime and repair cost [4]. 

Composite materials have been widely used for WTB due to their high 

stiffness to mass ratio; WTB are mostly damaged by fatigue fracture due to 

the susceptibility to micro damage of composite materials, such as fiber 

breakage and matrix crack.  

Proper fatigue life prediction and fatigue load measurement are essential 

tools to improve efficiency and competitiveness of WT, in particular to 

increase safety and cost efficiency. 

Current Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) systems are often difficult to 

retrofit to older WT models and difficult to implement successfully, due to 

the complexity of the problem and high cost associated with the installation 

of such systems; also, a more detailed stress distribution along the blade 

cannot be obtained without a precise knowledge of how the blade has been 

build, knowledge than often WT owners don’t have. 
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In the following work we analyse the problem of obtaining a cyber-physical 

system with little to no knowledge of the construction data of the WTB, 

using both real sensor data and simulated one. We will later use the cyber-

physical system and digital twin to compute fatigue life cost during 

operation of the WT and create a mathematical model to acquire life 

consumption given a certain wind speed distribution over a certain time 

interval. 

In the pursuit of better, more competitive and efficient WT, the following 

work aims to create an algorithm to retrieve the current status and the 

fatigue life cost of a WTB, given the knowledge of the strain in just 4 points 

of the blade, with the added benefit of paving the way of future works 

aimed to obtain a more accurate model of the WTB that would let us retrieve 

the current status of the blade itself. 

This work is divided in 5 chapters: chapter 1 describes the generic structure, 

materials and failure mode of a WT and WTB; chapter 2 gives an overview 

of the current state of the art of CPS in wind energy, limitations of SHM  

system and fatigue life estimation techniques; in chapter 3 we describe in 

detail the procedure to obtain the digital twin of the WTB and estimate it’s 

fatigue life cost; in chapter 4 we apply the procedures defined in chapter 3  

to a real world case and describe the results; finally in chapter 5 we will 

conclude commenting the result of the work, analysing the result, limitation 

and future development. 
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1 Basic Definitions 

1.1 Wind Turbines 

WT can be classified in two main categories based on the orientation of the 

axis of rotation of the rotor relative to the ground [5]: 

• Horizontal Axis (HAWT): 

HAWTs are the most common type used, all of the components are 

mounted on top of a tall tower, the shaft of the rotor is horizontal to 

the ground (Fig. 1.1A). 

• Vertical Axis (VAWT): 

In VAWTs the blades are connected to the shaft which is vertical to 

the ground (Fig. 1.1B) and both generator and gearbox are placed at 

the bottom. 

 

Fig. 1.1 HAWT and VAWT 

Due to their popularity in the following work we will focus our attention 

solely on HAWT. 
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1.1.1 Structure of a Wind Turbine 

An HAWT is composed mainly by five components [6]: 

• Rotor: 

The rotor of a WT is the component that captures the power from the 

wind and converts it to kinetic mechanical power. Itself is composed 

by the hub and blades, the hub connects to the generator shaft and 

the blades by bearing allowing the control of pitch of the blades. 

• Nacelle: 

The nacelle contains all the equipment necessary to generate 

electricity: gearbox, generator, yaw system, cover. 

• Tower: 

The tower supports the nacelle and it’s necessary to reach the 

necessary height. 

• Foundation: 

The foundation of the WT can change significantly, depending on 

the installation location: onshore (tensionless pier, anchor deep and 

gravity spread), offshore (gravity based, monopile and floating). 

• Balance of Systems: 

The balance of system includes all the other component that are 

necessary for the WT to work: inverters, control system, grid 

interconnection etc. 

The conversion process from wind energy to electrical energy is shown in 

Fig. 1.2. 
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Fig. 1.2 Energy conversion process 

1.1.2 Structure of a Wind Turbine Blade 

The primary function of the blade is to capture the wind, and transfer the 

load to the shaft, and it can be divided in 4 main section (Fig. 1.3): root 

section, max chord section, mid. section, tip section. 

 

Fig. 1.3 Blade sections [7] 

A cross section of the blade is shown in Fig. 1.4, in this figure are 

represented the main component of a blade: shell, caps and shear webs. 

Each of the component listed above has his own function: the shell is 

designed to “catch the wind” and transfer the load to the spar caps, the spar 
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caps are used to transfer the load from the shell to the root of the blade, the 

shear web allow the blade to behave like a beam and increase the stiffness. 

 

Fig. 1.4 Cross Section of Blade [7] 

Different types of blade cross section are shown in Fig. 1.5 

 

Fig. 1.5 Cross Section Types [7] 

1.1.2.1 Blade Geometry 

The outer geometry of the blade (the shell) changes as we move along the 

radius of the blade, each of this profile is called an airfoil. The geometry of 

an Airfoil is shown in Fig. 1.6 where 𝑐 is the chord and 𝛼 is the angle of 

attack. 

The shell geometry is completely defined once the Airfoil, Chord and 

AereoTwist schedule at every height of the blade is defined. An example of 

Airfoil schedule using DU and NACA64 airfoils family for a 5𝑀𝑊 WTB [8] 

is shown in Table 1.1. 
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Fig. 1.6 Geometry of an Airfoil [9] 

Airfoil Designation AereoTwist 

(deg) 

Chord 

(m) 

Begin Radius 

(%) 

Cylinder 13.308 3.386 2.79 

Cylinder 13.308 3.386 9.27 

DU40_A17 13.308 4.557 15.73 

DU35_A17 11.48 4.652 23.25 

DU30_A17 9.011 4.249 31.76 

DU25_A17 7.795 4.007 41.06 

DU21_A17 5.361 3.502 53.05 

NACA64_A17 3.125 3.01 65.84 

Table 1.1 Airfoil Schedule for a 5MW WTB 

1.1.3 Wind Turbine Blade’s Materials 

Usually most of the WTB are constructed using composite materials due to 

their high stiffness to mass ratio. The stacking sequence and number of plies 

varies along the blade radius with a pattern that depends on the 

manufacturer. 

Usually the shell of the blade is composed by a lightweight glass fiber 

material (layers of triax material at 0,+45,−45 𝑑𝑒𝑔),spar caps are usually 
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made of unidirectional fibers, construction of the shear web is typically +/-

45° of glass biax, finally the root is composed by a metallic insert that extend 

from the hub to 10 ÷ 20% of the blade length and fibers at +/-45° [7]. 

 

1.1.4 Wind Turbine Blade’s Failure Modes 

Damages to the WTB can have multiple causes such as wind, heavy rainfall, 

lightning strike, ice accumulation, fatigue loads, error during 

manufacturing and so on. Such damages may lead to surface changes that 

influence the aerodynamics efficiency, damage the WT itself or adjacent 

ones, and even safety hazard to human operators. 

The most common damages in a WTB can be divided in 7 main types [10]: 

1) Skin/adhesive or main spar adhesive layer debonding 

2) Adhesive joint failure between skins 

3) Sandwich panel face/core debonding 

4) Delamination driven by a tensional or buckling load 

5) Fiber failure in tension, laminate failure in compression 

6) Skin/adhesive debonding induced by buckling 

7) Cracks or debonding of the gel-coat 

These 7 types of damages are illustrated in the image below Fig. 1.7: 
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Fig. 1.7 Damages Types [11] 
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1.2 Cyber Physical Systems 

Cyber Physical Systems (CPS) embeds computing, communication, and 

control capabilities into physical devices to monitor, control, and coordinate 

the corresponding physical activities [12]. According to many forecast the 

future of Information Technology (IT) is characterized by an integration of 

information processing embedded in many physical systems; such 

integration has been successful and proved to be incredibly useful in fields 

such as manufacturing, automotive, aerospace, health care etc. 

The coupling between physical systems and cyber capabilities can be 

adapted at different scales, from a unit to a system, and even to system of 

systems [13].  

1.2.1 Concept of CPS 

There is no official definition of CPS, a study commissioned by the 

European Parliament (Science and Technology Options Assessment STOA)1 

described CPS with the following definition: “Cyber-physical systems 

(CPS) are intelligent robotics systems, linked with the Internet of Things, or 

technical systems of networked computers, robots and artificial intelligence 

that interact with the physical world.” 

Many researchers give different definitions, such as: 

• Lee [14]: 

“integrations of computation with physical processes” 

• Rajkumar [15]: 

“physical and engineered systems whose operations are monitored, 

 
1 Ethical Aspects of Cyber-Physical Systems 

https://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/STUD/2016/563501/EPRS_STU%282016%29563501_EN.pdf
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coordinated, controlled, and integrated by a computing and 

communication core”. 

• Poovendran [16]: 

“a promising new class of systems that deeply embed cyber 

capabilities in the physical world, either on humans, infrastructure 

or platforms, to transform interactions with the physical world” 

• Gunes et al. [17]: 

“a term describing a broad range of complex, multidisciplinary, 

physically-aware next generation engineered system that integrates 

embedded computing technologies (cyber part) into the physical 

world” 

While there is no universal definition of CPS the core of all those definitions 

is the coupling of cyber capabilities and physical processes. 

CPS is closely related to the disciplines of mechatronics and control theory, 

and its foundation can be considered to be stand on concepts such as2: 

• Hybrid systems: 

A hybrid system is a mathematical model that features both 

continuous and discrete behaviour. 

• Embedded systems: 

An Embedded System (ES) is a computational system which is 

embedded in a physical system, any CPS always contains an ES. 

Even if ES and CPS are often confused between each other, CPS differ 

from ES, since the primary focus of ES is on the computational 

component.  

 

 
2 Lecture Notes on Cyber-Physical Systems, Walid Taha, 2013 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1knx2R7JAYrqbQzatTbmn-GB62Kbkabfpu3MLs54LN_8/edit
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• Real time systems: 

A Real time system is system which must respond to external 

changes within certain timing constraints. 

• Reliably systems: 

A system is reliable if it can continue to perform its function despite 

the failure of some of its components. 

• Multiagent systems: 

A multiagent system is a mathematical model consisting of 

interactive computational objects. 

1.2.2 Reference Architecture of a CPS 

While there are many references structure of a generic CPS we opted to use 

the work of S.J. Oks et al. [18] that created a reference architecture to design 

demonstrator3 for industrial CPS. Conceptual structure is shown in Fig. 1.8 

 
3 A brief Guide to Large-Scale Demonstrators 

https://ec.europa.eu/docsroom/documents/5443/attachments/1/translations/en/renditions/native
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Fig. 1.8 Reference Architecture CPS [18] 
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1.3 Digital Twin 

The origin of the Digital Twin (DT) is attributed to Michael Grieves and his 

work with John Vickers of NASA, Grieves presented the concept in a lecture 

on product life-cycle management in 2003 [19]. A DT can be broadly 

described as digital equivalent of a physical product, and can be considered 

composed by three elements: 

• Physical Entity PE 

• Virtual counterpart (Virtual Entity VE) 

• Data connection 

DTs can be used for multiple objectives (monitoring, diagnostics and 

prognostics) and fields and a definition of all of them goes outside the scope 

of this work, for more information about all application in the research see 

the work of D. Jones [19]. 

Within the scope of the following work, the aim of the DT is to create a real 

time virtual mirror to simulate the state and behaviours of the 

corresponding  PE, the data obtained by direct measurements  on the PE is 

used to firstly obtain a detailed representation of the PE itself (VE), than the 

same data from the PE is used to update the state of the VE. 

1.3.1 Characteristic of a DT 

DTs have the following characteristic4: 

• Connectivity: 

The DT technology enables a connection between the physical sphere 

and the cyber sphere, this connection is created via sensor. 

 

 
4 The characteristics of digital twin technology 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Digital_twin
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• Homogenization: 

The homogenization of data and the decoupling of the information 

from its physical artifact, have allowed digital twins to come into 

existence. However, digital twins also enable increasingly more 

information on physical products to be stored digitally and become 

decoupled from the product itself. 

• Reprogrammable and smart 

• Digital traces: 

Since data from the DT is stored every occurrence in the PE leaves 

digital traces, as an example whenever the PE fails, the state of the 

DT can be traced back and investigate on the failure. 

• Modularity 
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1.4 Digital Twin based CPS 

Many characteristics of the CPS can be found in the DT. Indeed DT can be 

seen as a specific type of CPS, characteristics that are common to both CPS 

and DT are [13]: 

• Cyber-physical mapping: 

In CPS each PE is link to a unit capable of performing algorithm, 

contains model and rules used to analyse and describe the PE. In the 

same way a DT is a virtual model that represent the PE, used to 

analyse and describe its state. 

• Closed-loop control: 

In CPS data sent from sensor is analysed to generate controls that are 

then sent back to actuators. In the same way information from the 

DT are used to support more accurate decision making. 

• Three-level structure: 

CPS can be classified in three categories based on which level of 

detail is applied the CPS: unit, system, system of system. In the same 

way DT can be classified in: cloud, fog, edge computing. 

In the DT based CPS elements of the DT are merged in the CPS framework 

with the help of IoT enhancing its properties, this integration of DT in CPS 

brings efficiency improvements and economic benefit. An example of 

implementation of DT-based CPS is shown in the figure below (Fig. 1.9). 
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Fig. 1.9 DT based CPS Implementation 

As shown in Fig. 1.9 in the DT based CPS the physical world or physical 

sphere is connected to the cyber world or cyber sphere via the IoT; the 

physical sphere is mainly composed by Physical Entities PE such as sensory 

devices, RFID tags, embedded systems, and actuators. The data collected by 

the sensor can be sent by IoT to the cyber sphere, that on its own sends back 

controls to the actuator in the physical sphere; Within the cyber sphere we 

can distinguish:  

• Data management block: 

The data from the real sensors and from the DT get stored and 

managed by server tools. 

• Data analysis block: 

The data can be analysed and fused with the data from DT with 

different types of algorithm such as machine learning, statics etc.  

• Decision making block: 

The results from the analysis block and DT in then used by the 

decision block to send back controls to the actuators 
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• Services block 

With the use of services that takes data from DD and VE the operator 

can monitor physical processes in real-time, obtain engineering 

information and knowledge 

• Virtual entities block 

Within the VE block we find the digital counterpart of the PE. The 

DT operates synchronously with the PE, and the data retrieved by 

simulations, rules etc. is both store by DD and used to make decision. 

In summary using DT, CPS be can greatly enhanced using simulation, fused 

data and services, which can bring efficiency and economic improvements. 
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2 CPS in Wind Energy 

2.1 Potential Application of CPS 

To take advantages of the potential in wind energy, wind turbine operating 

as CPS can play a key role in the near future. CPS technology can be 

implemented at different levels of the conversion cycle of wind energy, 

from the single wind turbine to the wind farm and following the 

distribution through  the grid and the usage of the converted energy by the 

community [20]; There is potential on each of the levels listed above for CPS 

to be applied: 

• Wind Turbine: 

To reduce costs of operation and maintenance, early failure detection 

is a key component, and CPS can be used to prevent damage to 

turbine’s component, and also optimize maintenance by improving 

coordination and planning. 

• Wind Farm: 

Each wind turbine within a wind farm operates autonomously 

without any communication between the single WTs. The potential 

in this case is to create a communication network so that WTs can 

share valuable information such as: extreme wind gust (so that the 

first row of WTs can warn WTs on the back to adjust their rotor’s 

blades), operation parameter of near WT (so if a WT that operate in 

the same weather  condition have substantial deviation from the 

ones nearby we can detect a malfunction). 

• Grid and Local Smart Grid: 

Due to the current fluctuation in power supply by renewable 

energies grid stability problems arise. The situation can be improved 
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by implementing a CPS such that can forecast more accurate weather 

prediction using real time data.  

• Community: 

Due to limited space more and more WT will be built near residential 

areas, this can create problems of visual appearance, noise and 

shade. With application of CPS automated shutdown or modified 

operation of WTs is feasible, thus mitigating the negative effects 

listed above. 

The most common applications of CPS within Wind Energy are Condition 

Monitoring Systems (CMS) and Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition 

(SCADA). While CMS is used to monitor the machine condition by 

measuring and analyzing the WT, the SCADA system focuses its attention 

on the physical environment in which WT operates. In the following 

chapters a brief description of the SCADA and CM systems is given. 
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2.2 Condition Monitoring 

The purpose of damage detection is to identify and monitor the damage to 

a WTB before it can cause catastrophic failure of the WT. During the last 

decade, efforts have been made to develop efficient and cost-effective 

damage/condition monitoring techniques, and a number of commercial 

Wind Turbine Condition Monitoring System (WTCMS) are available in the 

market and many other are still being studied. 

There are currently two main types of WTCMSs available in the market, the 

first one is already installed in large WT and based upon the Supervisory 

Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA), the second one is purpose-

designed WTCMS [21]. 

In this chapter we will describe the main technology currently used for the 

second group of WTCMS and their limitation.  

2.2.1 Current damage detection techniques 

Current WTCMS can be divided in six broad categories based on the 

detection principle, each one of them with their own cost, pros and cons: 

strain measurements, acoustic emission, ultrasound, vibration, 

thermography, and machine vision [10]. 

2.2.1.1 Strain Measurements 

Strain measurements methods are used to detect small changes in the length 

or deformation of the blade. Strain sensor can be installed both in between 

the layers of the blade, or on the surface. 

Strain measurements can be done by using either strain gauges(Fig. 2.1A) 

or Fiber Bragg Gratings(Fig. 2.1B), while strain gauges are cheaper and 

easier to install, FBGs can measure both temperature/strain and are more 
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suitable for continuous measurement, since strain gauges are more prone 

to fail during long-term operation because of disbanding, fatigue or creep. 

 

Fig. 2.1 Strain Measurements Methods [22] [23] 

Many methods have been proposed to evaluate the condition of the WTB 

with strain measurements, a brief list is shown in Table 2.1 [10]. 

Author Method 

Sierra-Pérez et al. 

[24] 

Real time method to detect damages, and pattern 

recognition to detect defects 

Wu et al. [25] Deflection shape of the surface and 2-dimensional 

strain map 

Tian et al. [26] Feature information fusion method 

Laflamme et al. [27] Soft elastomeric capacitor (SEC) with 

low costs to measure surface strains, for 

localization of the defect 

Lee et al. [28] Monitoring system for deflection detection of 

WTBs with strain sensors and an algorithm 

based on the correlation between the deflection 

and the strain 

Aihara et al. [29] Strain gauges at the root of a blade to estimate the 

deflection with the measured strain 
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Schroeder et al. Continuous load monitoring of 

WTBs in operation by using optical FBGs 

Xiaofeng Liu et al. 

[30] 

Dynamical measurements system for assessment 

of fatigue life time 

Table 2.1 Strain Based CM Methods 

2.2.1.2 Acoustic Emission 

Acoustic emission technology monitors micro-structural changes in the 

materials of the WTB due to cracks, fatigue and surface roughness by 

analyzing acoustic emission data. A damage/crack in the blade when 

stimulated will give raise to a peak of energy that generates high frequency 

sound waves which can be detected by a sensor, as shown in Fig. 2.2. 

 

Fig. 2.2 Working principle of Acoustic emission detection [10] 

2.2.1.3 Ultrasound 

Detection methods based on ultrasound, detect reflected waves from the 

damaged area when the ultrasonic waves are transmitted through the 

material and received on opposite surfaces. Specific reflection, attenuation, 

resonance and transmission patterns can be obtained depending 
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on the differences of the material or structure, so the size and location along 

with other information of the damage can be found out through these 

patterns. The working principle is shown in Fig. 2.3. 

 

Fig. 2.3 Working principle of CM based on Ultrasound [10] 

2.2.1.4 Vibration 

Detection method based on vibration monitoring consist in detecting 

damages by identifying changes in property of the blade such as frequency 

response and modal parameters. Vibration based technique using structural 

response signals from on-line measurement can implement online and 
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continuous damage detection with intelligent methods to insure the reliable 

operation of WTBs. 

2.2.1.5 Thermography 

Detection methods based on thermography aim at the detection of 

variations in thermodynamic properties of the blade, which allow for 

scanning large WTB surfaces with infrared based sensors or cameras. 

2.2.1.6 Machine Vision 

Detection methods based on machine vision use sequences of 2-

dimensional/3-dimensional images from different locations and 

perspectives to obtain the information of the target object, whose principle 

is similar to the stereoscopic view of human vision. Its use has increased 

significantly during the last decade due to an improvement in fields such 

as artificial intelligence. The working principle of this method is shown in 

Fig. 2.4. 

 

Fig. 2.4 Machine Vision Working Principle 
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2.2.2 Comparison between damage detection techniques 

Each of the techniques described above has its own pros and cons as shown 

in Table 2.2 [10]. 

Technique Pros Cons 

Strain based 

Detection of minute structural 

changes in the blade, and 

efficiency for incipient fault 

detection 

Accurate results are subject to the 

contact of strain sensors and the 

monitored materials 

Lower sampling rates 

requirement 

Increase of system complexity 

No restriction on time and 

transmitting distance with 

respect to signal degradation 

Prior knowledge about high 

strain areas 

Available for continuous 

monitoring and lifetime 

prediction in operation 

Prone to failure due to creep, 

disbanding or fatigue and rely 

deeply on sensor reliability 

 Requires large amounts of sensors 

because one sensor measures 

only at one point 

Acoustic 

emission 

based 

Higher frequencies from 50 kHz 

to 1 MHz 

Have to be mounted on the blade 

Highly sensitive to different 

types of damages 

Requires a large number of 

sensors 

Available for continuous 

monitoring and early detection 

Complicated data processing due 

rightarrow high frequencies 

Possibility for damage 

visualization and localization 

Increased system complexity and 

high cost 

Relatively high signal-to-noise 

ratio 

Inevitable signal attenuation 
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Ultrasound 

based 

Extensively for inner structure 

damage (e.g., delamination, 

debonding, and 

so on) 

For lamination, the resolution is 

too low to obtain the accurate 

position 

Available for position, in-depth 

and severity of the damage 

Requires surface contact and long 

acquisition time (timeconsuming) 

 Signal processing is complicated 

Vibration 

based 

Non-destructive and high 

sensitivity 

Unable to monitor early damages 

Prone to implement Unable to observe the damage 

directly 

Available for location and 

severity of the damage 

Affected by the environment and 

may make errors on damage 

detection 

Thermography 

based 

Available for full-field 

measurement 

Limited for on-line monitoring 

Suitable for detecting damages 

caused by fatigue and sensitive 

to delamination 

Affected by temperature or air 

humidity 

Available to interpret visually Inapplicable for early fault 

detection 

Short inspection interval Requires thermal image 

processing 

Machine 

vision based 

Low cost Requires heavy computation 

Suitable for surface damages Not applicable for standalone use 

Evitable for safety risks of 

human laboring 

Accuracy relies on image 

processing 

Available for displacement of 

the damage and on-line 

monitoring 

Not applicable for explanation on 

physical mechanism of damages 

Table 2.2 Pros and Cons of CM Techniques 

A broad comparison between techniques is shown in Table 2.3 [10]. 
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Technique Types of 

monitoring 

On-line 

available 

Cost Precision 

Strain 

measurement 

Embedded Yes Low/High ≈ 1𝑐𝑚 

Acoustic 

emission 

Contact Yes High < 1𝑐𝑚 

Ultrasound Contact/Non-

contact 

Yes High ≈ 1𝑐𝑚 

Vibration Contact/Non-

contact 

Yes Medium < 1𝑚𝑚 

Thermography Non-contact No High 3 − 5𝑚𝑚 

Machine 

vision 

Non-contact Yes Low ≈ 1𝑚𝑚 

Table 2.3 Comparison Among CM Techniques 

2.2.3 Limitation of the current CM systems 

Due to the nature of the strain gauge it is able to indicate the strain only on 

the point where is applied, so a precise strain distribution along the blade 

would require a large number of strain gauges, which would become 

impractical. So, the strain/stress read on the sensors might not be the max 

stress along the blade and we could miss important information about the 

health of the blade. On the other hand, FBG even if they have a larger 

measurements range as well as detection method based on acoustic 

emission, ultrasound and thermography have a high cost. 
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2.3 Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition 

We refer as SCADA a distributed informatic system capable of supervising, 

gather data and control a plant of industrial production. SCADA system 

have been developed to remote-access a variety of local control modules, 

this system can work over large distances as well as small distances. 

Examples of application can be found in: industrial processes (process 

controls, power generation, fabrication etc.), infrastructure processes (oil 

and gas pipelines, waste treatment, wind farms etc.), facility processes 

(monitoring of heating ventilation, energy consumption etc.). 

A SCADA system usually has the following components: 

• Supervisory computers: 

The supervisory computer is responsible to gather data, send 

controls to the process in question; for small SCADA system this is a 

single PC5, while for large system this is composed by several 

servers, software application etc. 

• Remote Terminal Units: 

Remote Terminal Units (RTU) are used to connect to sensors and 

actuators 

• Programmable Logic Controllers: 

Programmable Login Controllers (PLC) similarly to RTU are used to 

connect to sensor and actuators. 

• Communication infrastructure: 

Communication infrastructure is used to connect between RTU and 

PLC to the supervisory computer. 

 

 
5 For small SCADA system the HMI is implemented in the PC itself. 
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• Human-Machine Interface: 

Human-Machine Interface (HMI) is what enables the operator to 

interact with the supervisory system by representing system 

information (via a simplified GUI), and let the operator set 

parameters within the process.  

 SCADA system are a standard installation in large WTs, and it’s a vital 

element in the wind farm, connecting the individual WTs, substation and 

meteorological station to the supervisory computer. The most important 

characteristics in a WT SCADA system are [20]: 

• Monitoring: 

Operating data in displayed nearly real-time 

• Reporting: 

Scada system allow a database-driven performance analysis by 

accessing all relevant information of every WT. 

• Control: 

SCADA system offers remote control to change WT’s mode of 

operation 

A typical SCADA system sends data over 10 minutes time intervals [31], 

containing information such as: alarms, wind speed, wind deviation, power 

output, rotor speed, blade pitch angle, tower acceleration, bearing 

temperature etc; with such information the operator can tune the 

operational parameters of WTs. 
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2.4 CPS to Link CMS and SCADA 

The CMS is usually separated from the SCADA system, and collects data at 

a much higher rate. Proper implementation of CPS can function as a link 

between SCADA and CMS in order to combine strength of both 

information. An example of CPS implementation in wind energy is 

proposed by P. Kunzemann et al. [20] and illustrated in Fig. 2.5. 

 

Fig. 2.5 CPS Implementation 

Such implementation would bring improvements in many different 

aspects, the scheme proposed by P. Kunzemann is composed mainly by: 

• Wind Turbine/Farms: 

Wind turbine/farm unit, features two outputs. One stream is 

connected to the grid providing households and storages with 

electricity, the other stream illustrates the high data volume 

generated by CMS and SCADA information. This data flow is 

directly coupled with the cyber system units, which process this 

valuable information. 
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• Wind Data: 

The performance of the wind turbines controller is dependent on the 

available wind information. Hence, extended and optimized 

wind data analysis is necessary. Within the future CPS system, larger 

amounts of data can be measured and evaluated centrally. This 

includes both, historical and current data. 

• Supply Predictor: 

With improved weather models, the supply of energy, can be 

predicted more accurately, illustrated by the supply predictor unit. 

• Operation and Condition Analyzer: 

The information of single wind turbines as well as the one from 

entire wind farms is collected and analysed. 

• Demand Predictor/Power Requirement: 

With the implementation of intelligent communicating systems, 

extraordinary demands could be estimated more accurately. 

• Storage: 

• Electricity Exchange: 

This unit section will include information required to optimize the 

system from a financial point of view. 

• Community interest: 

Community interests are considered while making decisions in the 

central analyser and optimizer block. 

• Central Analyzer and Controller: 

The central analyser and optimizer are the main unit of the proposed 

future CPS in wind energy. In this unit, the large data volume is 

merged. In particular, information from the supply and demand 
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predictor, data from the operation and condition analyser, the 

community interests and the electricity exchange data are linked. 

• Operation and Maintenance Controller: 

Within the O&M controller, the entire wind turbine and farm 

operation as well as the maintenance is controlled. 

• Energy Controller: 

The other controller of CPS in wind energy is the energy controller 

which is responsible for the energy distribution within the power 

grid. In this unit, the entire energy system including all available 

sources and storages that are needed to supply the required demand 

is considered as an advanced smart grid. 
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3 Methods 

3.1 Overview 

To better explain the work done in the following chapters we will give a 

brief summary of what we are trying to achieve and how we did it. 

Using the reference of a CPS demonstrator by S.J. Oks et al. [18] an 

instantiation of the reference architecture in shown in the figure below (Fig. 

3.1): 

 

Fig. 3.1 CPS Demonstrator Instantiation 

The demonstrator shown in Fig. 3.1 has the objective to compute fatigue life 

of a WTB using a DT and starting from the data acquired be the SCADA 

system and the 4 sensors (strain gauges). 

The scheme in Fig. 3.1 can be summarized as follow: 
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• Strain is measured by sensors A, B, C, D and transmitted via cable to 

the data aggregation gateway 

• The strain is then transmitted by cable from the gateway (powered 

by the support infrastructure 1 PSU) to the 4G modem (powered by 

the support infrastructure 1 PSU)) 

• The strain is sent via IoT by the 4G modem with the help of an 

external antenna 

• The strain coming from the sensors and other data coming from the 

SCADA system (pitch, power output, metrological data, rotational 

speed of rotor) in acquired by the backend software installed on the 

HMI. 

• All the data is stored in a database (cloud storage or on the machine 

itself) 

• The data is then pre-processed and used by the fatigue life algorithm 

to compute fatigue life by the use of a DT created with Ansys. 

• The fatigue life computed is then showed to the operator via GUI or 

attached to an alarm for maintenance 

The instantiation of the demonstrator in Fig. 3.1 is an ideal condition in 

which we have all the data necessary, but during our work, information 

from the SCADA system and of the layup of the WTB have not been 

available, so we developed some workarounds: 

• Whether data have been acquired by a meteorological station in near 

proximity of the wind farm. 

• Data such as pitch, rotor speed and power have been retrieved from 

the data of the sensors by using specific algorithm and Short Time 

Fourier Transform (STFT) 
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• Layup information of the blade has been retrieved by using a 

reference WTB layup of a WT of similar characteristic and varying 

the number of plies until the parameters of the DT (mass, strain etc.) 

and the ones from the real WT didn’t match. 

So, the actual instantiation of the demonstrator is shown in Fig. 3.2; the 

scheme differs only where the SCADA system block was, that has been 

substituted by the Web server block, and the workarounds described earlier 

have been included within the Algorithm block. 

 

Fig. 3.2 Real CPS Demonstrator Instantiation 

If we focus our attention on scheme in Fig. 3.2 we can see that within the 

physical sphere we mainly transfer the data from the physical sphere to the 

cyber sphere. Instead if consider the cyber sphere, the algorithm block 

Fatigue life est., can be divided in a certain number of sub-steps. It could 
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prove to be useful to represent the scheme in Fig. 3.2 as a sequential number 

of steps: 

 

Fig. 3.3 Demonstrator Steps 1 to 3 
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Fig. 3.4 Demonstrator Steps 4 to 6 
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Fig. 3.5 Demonstrator Steps 7 to 9 
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Fig. 3.6 Demonstrator Steps 10 to 12 
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3.2 Wind Turbine Description 

The test subject of the study is a three-bladed 2 𝑀𝑊 inland HAWT. This WT 

has a Cut-In speed of 3.0 𝑚/𝑠,  Cut-Out speed of 24.0 𝑚/𝑠 and rated speed 

of 12.5 𝑚/𝑠.  

The Hub height is of 80 𝑚 with a 92 𝑚 rotor diameter, that rotates between 

7.8 𝑟𝑑/𝑚𝑖𝑛 and 15 𝑟𝑑/𝑚𝑖𝑛, the blade length is of 45 𝑚 and weight of 

8.1 𝑡𝑜𝑛𝑠. 

Construction data such as ply-order, ply-number where not available, and 

as explained earlier the objective of such work together with computing 

fatigue life is to retrieve such information from sensor data. 

3.2.1 Blade Geometry 

The blade uses two main types of airfoil families: 

• TU-Delft [32](Fig. 3.7A) 

• NACA 64- Series [32](Fig. 3.7B) 

 

Fig. 3.7 Airfoils families 
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Chord length, twist angle and airfoil distribution vary along the blade, 

those distributions are presented in Table 3.1. 

Blade Span 

(%) 

Airfoil Chord Length 

(m) 

Twist 

(degree) 

0 Circular 2,2113 11,5 

2.24 Circular 2,3044 11,5 

4.48 Circular 2,3817 11,5 

6.72 Interp 2,4603 11,5 

8.96 Interp 2,584 11,5 

11.2 Interp 2,7798 11,5 

13.45 Interp 3,0054 11,5 

15.69 Interp 3,2069 11,5 

17.93 Interp 3,3289 11,5 

20.17 Interp 3,4321 11,5 

22.41 Interp 3,6057 11,5 

23.78 DU-W-405LM 3,6719 11,5 

26.9 Interp 3,6327 10,3821155 

31.66 DU-W-350 3,5137 9,264231 

35.85 Interp 3,38 8,6420095 

38.15 DU 97-W-300LM 3,2601 8,019788 

44.83 Interp 2,8109 7,350356 

49.31 Interp 2,5189 6,680924 

54.03 DU 91-W2-250LM 2,2802 6,011492 

58.28 Interp 2,1143 5,320676333 

62.76 Interp 1,9775 4,629860667 

67.25 Interp 1,863 3,939045 
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71.73 Interp 1,7852 3,248229333 

76.21 Interp 1,6948 2,557413667 

79.99 DU 93-W-210LM 1,541949 1,866598 

85.18 Interp 1,2495 1,683648 

89.15 NACA 64-618 1,2 1,500698 

94.56 NACA 64-618 0,8891667 0,335692 

95.58 NACA 64-618 0,7777778 0,274166 

96.61 NACA 64-618 0,6666667 0,21264 

97.64 NACA 64-618 0,5502511 0,15 

98.67 NACA 64-618 0,4126883 0,106 

100 NACA 64-618 0,275125 0,106 

Table 3.1 Distributions along the blade 

In Table 3.1, along the column Airfoil, values indicated as “Interp” are 

airfoils which have been computed using linear interpolation among the 

upper airfoil and lower airfoil. 

The result of this airfoil schedule is the blade shown in Fig. 3.8. 

 

Fig. 3.8 45 m Blade 
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3.2.2 Power Curve 

The power curve of the WT is shown in the image below (Fig. 3.9): 

 

Fig. 3.9 WT Power Curve 

As we can see from Fig. 3.9 when the wind reaches the rated speed of 

12.5 𝑚/𝑠 the power curve becomes flat due to the intervention of the pitch 

control, and outside its operating range (3.0 𝑚/𝑠 < 𝑣𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑 < 24.0 𝑚/𝑠) the 

turbine shuts down. 
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3.3 Physical Sphere 

3.3.1 Strain Gauges 

The sensors used to detect minute changes in length/deformation of the 

blade are strain gauges. The choice of using strain gauges derives from 

different aspect: 

• Ease of installation 

• Low cost 

• Non invasive 

• Wildly available 

• Real time monitoring 

The direct output of a strain gauge is the strain 𝜀 at a certain position of the 

blade, where the strain is defined as in Eq. 1: 

 𝜀 =
𝑙1 − 𝑙0

𝑙0
 Eq. 1 

Where 𝑙0 is an undeformed length, and 𝑙1 is the deformed length. 

To avoid errors due to variation in temperature a dummy gauge has been 

connected into a Wheatstone bridge to achieve temperature compensation. 

3.3.2 Strain Gauges Positioning 

To follow the recommendation from the most popular WT load 

measurement standards IEC 61400-13 [33], the strain gauges positions are 

chosen such that they have a high strain per unit load, and have uniform 

stress within the region of the sensor. 

Four sensors have been installed to the blade root, where the section is as 

cylindrical as possible as shown in Fig. 3.10; where 𝑟𝑠𝑝 is the distance along 

the blade between the cross section where the strain gauges have been 
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mounted and the root section, and ∅𝑠𝑝 is the diameter of the mounting 

section. 

 

Fig. 3.10 Strain Gauges Positioning 

Sensor A is position at the suction side, Sensor B at the leading edge, Sensor 

C at the pressure side and Sensor D at the trailing edge (Fig. 3.11). 

 

Fig. 3.11 Sensor Zones 

To protect the sensors from environmental damage the sensors have been 

mounted within the blade rather than the outside surface. 
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3.3.3 Data Transmission 

The signals from the four sensors once acquired are transmitted via a 4G 

GSM modem and an external antenna. Future revision of the following 

work could implement this function directly with the SCADA system. 

A scheme representing the whole apparatus is shown in Fig. 3.12. 

 

Fig. 3.12 Transmission System Schematic [34] 
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3.4 Cyber Sphere 

3.4.1 Data Pre-processing 

The strain from all four sensors is sampled synchronously at a sample 

frequency of 𝑓𝑠 = 1024 𝐻𝑧. Every 24 ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑠 a packet containing the strain 

from all 4 sensor is sent via the 4G modem, the packet contains the time 

series as a comma separated values (csv) file format that has the following 

structure: 

 𝑃𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑒𝑡 =

[
 
 
 
 
 
𝑡1
𝑡2
⋮
 
𝜀𝐴
1

𝜀𝐴
2

⋮

 
𝜀𝐵
1

𝜀𝐵
2

⋮

 
𝜀𝐶
1

𝜀𝐶
2

⋮

 
𝜀𝐷
1

𝜀𝐷
2

⋮
𝑡𝑖
⋮
𝑡𝑛

 
𝜀𝐴

𝑖

⋮
𝜀𝐴

𝑛
 
𝜀𝐵

𝑖

⋮
𝜀𝐵

𝑛
 
𝜀𝐶

𝑖

⋮
𝜀𝐶

𝑛
 
𝜀𝐷

𝑖

⋮
𝜀𝐷

𝑛]
 
 
 
 
 

 Eq. 2 

Each row in Eq. 2 represent a single sample point: 

 𝑅𝑜𝑤𝑖 = [𝑡𝑖 𝜀𝐴
𝑖  𝜀𝐵

𝑖  𝜀𝐶
𝑖  𝜀𝐷

𝑖 ] Eq. 3 

Where 𝜀𝐴
𝑖 , 𝜀𝐵

𝑖 , 𝜀𝐶
𝑖 , 𝜀𝐷

𝑖  are respectively the strain measured by sensor A, B, C, 

D at the time 𝑡𝑖 , and 𝑡𝑖 is the Unix Timestamp at which the measure has 

been done. 

3.4.1.1 Down-Sampling 

Due to the high volume of data incoming from all 4 sensor it’s been 

necessary to down-sample the signal to an extend at which it still contains 

information about the phenomenon of interest and still be manageable. 

Since the phenomenon that we are going to study are relatively slow6 we 

decided to resample the signal at 𝑓𝑟𝑠 = 14 𝐻𝑧; Using such resample 

frequency the fastest signal that we are able to observe7 is of 𝑓𝑜𝑏𝑠 = 7 𝐻𝑧, 

 
6 The speed of the phenomena in question are related to the rotational speed of the rotor, 

which as we said before varies within 9 to 15 𝑟𝑝𝑚 
7 Nyquist–Shannon sampling theorem 
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which is enough to capture all the information from the original signal due 

to rotation of the blade and the major modal frequency of the blade. 

To resample the signal, we’ve use three very well-known libraries written 

in Python8: NumPy [35] and SciPy [36]. 

The procedure to resample the signal can be summarized by the following 

steps: 

• We acquire the first and last element from the first column of the 

matrix in Eq. 2: 𝑡1,𝑡𝑛  

• We generate a new column vector than starts from 𝑡1 and ends at 𝑡𝑛 

but spaced with ∆𝑡𝑟𝑠 =
1

𝑓𝑟𝑠
. The new vector will have a number of 

elements which is less than the previous one, so the new time axis is: 

 

 𝑁𝑒𝑤𝐴𝑥𝑖𝑠 =

[
 
 
 
 
 
𝑡1
𝑟

𝑡2
𝑟

⋮
𝑡𝑖
𝑟

⋮
𝑡𝑚
𝑟 ]
 
 
 
 
 

           𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝑚 = 𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑 (
𝑡𝑛 − 𝑡1
∆𝑡𝑟𝑠

) Eq. 4 

• Indicating with 𝜀 the generic signal from the sensors and 𝑡𝑘 as the 

element of the old time-axis, the new resampled signal (𝜀𝑟𝑠) will be 

computed using the new axis with the formula: 

 

 
𝜀𝑖

𝑟𝑠 = 𝜀𝑖−1 + (𝑡𝑖
𝑟 − 𝑡𝑘−1) ∙

𝜀𝑖+1 − 𝜀𝑖−1

𝑡𝑘+1 − 𝑡𝑘−1
      

∀𝑖 ∈ [1,𝑚]     𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝑘 = 𝑚𝑖𝑛(|𝑡𝑖
𝑟 − 𝑡𝑘|)      ∀𝑘 ∈ [1, 𝑛] 

Eq. 5 

 
8 https://www.python.org/ 

https://www.python.org/
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3.4.1.2 Outlier Removal 

A typical subset of the signal received from the 4 sensors is shown9 in Fig. 

3.13 and as is clearly visible, the data has integrity problems, the data from 

the sensor A is heavily fragmented due to two distinct reason: 

• Damage during installation of the sensor 

• Power supply instability 

Due to those reasons, the need arose to create an algorithm for the 

reconstruction of the data. 

The first step is to remove all outlier data point; this is done by first 

removing all point of the resampled signal outside an upper limit 𝜀𝑚𝑎𝑥 and 

a lower limit 𝜀𝑚𝑖𝑛: 

• From the matrix in Eq. 3 we get the first and last column: 

 

 𝑆𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝐷 =

[
 
 
 
 
 
𝑡1
𝑡2
⋮
 
𝜀𝐷
1

𝜀𝐷
2

⋮
𝑡𝑖
⋮
𝑡𝑛

 
𝜀𝐷

𝑖

⋮
𝜀𝐷

𝑛]
 
 
 
 
 

 Eq. 6 

• For each row 𝑖 of Eq. 6 we check if the strain satisfies the condition: 

𝜀𝑚𝑖𝑛 < 𝜀𝐷
𝑖 < 𝜀𝑚𝑎𝑥 

If the row doesn’t satisfy the previous condition than the row 𝑖 is 

removed from the matrix in Eq. 6, obtaining the new matrix: 

 

 
9 All graph generated via MatPlotLib [30] 
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 𝑆𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝐷∗ =

[
 
 
 
 
 
𝑡1
𝑡2
⋮
 
𝜀𝐷
1

𝜀𝐷
2

⋮
𝑡𝑖
⋮
𝑡𝑟

 
𝜀𝐷

𝑖

⋮
𝜀𝐷

𝑟 ]
 
 
 
 
 

 Eq. 7 

The second step is to remove all data points from the signal in Eq. 7 that are 

still within the bounds of acceptability but are still not valid as shown in 

Fig. 3.14 by the red circles, to achieve this we have to remove all points that 

changes too rapidly relative to the previous ones, this is done by following 

the steps: 

• We generate a new matrix of differences between the strain points: 

 

 

[
 
 
 
 
 

𝑡1
𝑡2
⋮
 
∆𝜀𝐷

1

∆𝜀𝐷
2

⋮
𝑡𝑖
⋮

𝑡𝑟−1

 
∆𝜀𝐷

𝑖

⋮
∆𝜀𝐷

𝑟−1]
 
 
 
 
 

 Eq. 8 

Where ∆𝜀𝐷
𝑖  is the difference between the value of the strain at the time 

𝑡𝑖 and 𝑡𝑖−1: ∆𝜀𝐷
𝑖 = 𝜀𝐷

𝑖 − 𝜀𝐷
𝑖−1         ∀𝑖 | 𝑖 ≠ 1 

• For each row 𝑖 of Eq. 6 we check if the strain satisfies the condition: 

∆𝜀𝑚𝑖𝑛 < |∆𝜀𝐷
𝑖 | < ∆𝜀𝑚𝑎𝑥 

If the row doesn’t satisfy the previous condition than the row 𝑖 is 

removed from the matrix in Eq. 7, obtaining the new matrix: 

 

 𝑆𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝐷∗∗ =

[
 
 
 
 
 

𝑡1
𝑡2
⋮
 
𝜀𝐷
1

𝜀𝐷
2

⋮
𝑡𝑖
⋮

𝑡𝑟𝑟

 
𝜀𝐷

𝑖

⋮
𝜀𝐷

𝑟𝑟]
 
 
 
 
 

 Eq. 9 
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Fig. 3.13 Typical Strain Signals 

 

Fig. 3.14 Outlier Within the Signal 

3.4.1.3 Signal Interpolation 

The time axis (first column) of the signal in Eq. 9 after the steps above has 

less point than the time axis of the signal in Eq. 6, to solve this problem we 

can use the axis from Eq. 6 to interpolate values from the signal in Eq. 9 

similarly at what we did with the signal when down-sampling. 

The process is repeated for each signal A, B, C, D and the result of this 

process is shown in Fig. 3.15. 
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Fig. 3.15 Signal A Reconstructed 

3.4.2 Digital Twin 

3.4.2.1 Signal Decomposition 

To better understand the dynamics underlying the strain measured by each 

sensor, and to later help us in finding the best match among all the possible 

configuration (ply-order, ply-number etc.), we can use the Empirical Mode 

Decomposition (EMD) method to decompose the signal into the so called 

Intrinsic Mode Function (IMF) [37]. 

The output of the EMD method is a set of IMFs that generally have a 

physical meaning, the purpose of this procedure is to divide the signal in 

three main sub-signal such that we can consider them generated due to: 

• Gravity force 

• Aerodynamics forces 

• Centrifugal forces 
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3.4.2.2 Empirical Mode Decomposition Method 

The EMD has the objective to decompose the input signal in a set of IMFs, 

where each IMF has only one extreme between zero crossing, and has a 

mean value of zero10. 

The EMD extracts IMF from the highest to the lowest frequency troughs the 

sifting loop that can be described by the following steps: 

1. Estimation of all local extrema 

2. Spline fitting to obtain an upper and lower envelope 

3. Compute the average envelope 

4. Remove the average envelope from the initial signal, obtaining ℎ 

5. Repeat steps 1,2,3,4 until ℎ is an IMF 

6. Repeat steps 1,2,3,4,5 win the new input signal 𝑥 − 𝐼𝑀𝐹 

7. Repeat steps 1,2,3,4,5,6 until the residual is a monotonic function 

The flowchart of the procedure is shown in the figure below [38]: 

 
10 https://www.clear.rice.edu/elec301/Projects02/empiricalMode/process.html 

https://www.clear.rice.edu/elec301/Projects02/empiricalMode/process.html
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Fig. 3.16 Flow Chart EMD [38] 

3.4.2.3 Decomposition of the Signals 

In order to generate the DT and to retrieve different data such as pitch angle, 

aerodynamics loads and inertial loads, the EMD algorithm is applied to the 

acquired data. 
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The output of the EMD algorithm is a set of IMFs with different amplitudes 

(Fig. 3.17) and instantaneous frequencies; in order to separate them and 

identify them as caused by either the inertial loads or aerodynamic loads 

both their amplitude 𝐴𝐼𝑀𝐹1(𝑡) and their instantaneous frequencies 𝜔𝐼𝑀𝐹1(𝑡) 

are analysed . 

 

Fig. 3.17 EMD Output of the Signal A 

As can be seen in Fig. 3.17 all IMFs can be separated by comparing their 

instantaneous frequencies and amplitude: 

• IMFs due to gravitational loads: 

IMFs due to gravitational load will have a constant instantaneous 

frequency and amplitude, and the frequency will match the range of 

rotational speed of the WT (IMF:1,2 in Fig. 3.17). 

• IMFs due to aerodynamics and inertial loads:  

IMFs due to aerodynamics load and inertial loads (centrifugal force) 

will have both amplitude and instantaneous frequency variable with 

time (IMF:3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10 in Fig. 3.17) 
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Once the cause of all the IMFs is deduced, we will sum them up and retrieve 

the strain due to gravity and aerodynamics + centrifugal loads as shown in 

the figure below (Fig. 3.18): 

 

Fig. 3.18 Strain due to Gravity and Aerodynamics loads 

3.4.2.4 Generating the Digital Twin 

In order to create the DT of the WTB its necessary to have information about 

the construction of the WTB such as: 

• Materials 

• Stacking sequence 

• Thickness of layers 

Such informations haven’t been available, so to in order to generate the DT 

a reference WT model of similar characteristic has been scaled down until 

the model of the WT would meet the required criteria. 

The procedure used to generate the layup can be summarized by the 

scheme in the figure below (Fig. 3.19 Flow Chart DT generation): 
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Fig. 3.19 Flow Chart DT generation 

The upper portion of the scheme is already been covered in the pre-

processing paragraph, and in the decomposition of the signal paragraph, to 

summarize, the upper part of the chart consist in pre-processing the signal 

of the four sensors and apply the EMD algorithm to each signal, so the 

output of this part will be the amplitude and frequency of the strain signal 

for each of the sensors11. 

We will now focus our attention to the second part of the scheme 

represented in Fig. 3.20, this part has as an output the layup of the WTB, 

that can be used to generate the DT; to obtain such layup the layup of the 

reference WTB is scaled by varying the number of layers in both the skin 

and the shear webs using  as a constraint the mass of the real WTB; once a 

set of possible layup is found all possible configuration of the layups are 

simulated and the best match among the amplitude of the strain signal 

 
11 Each signal is divided in 2 sub signals: one due to gravity and the other one due to 

aerodynamic loads and centrifugal force. 
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measured, and the simulated12 one, is chosen as the configuration to use for 

the DT. 

 

Fig. 3.20 DT Generation 

 
12 Ansys® Mechanical, Release 19 
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The reference WTB is the 5 𝑀𝑊 created by Brian R. Resor [8], the main 

characteristics of the WTB model such as WTB’s  material properties (Table 

3.2), skin layup(), stacking sequence for both skin and shear webs, and 

mapping between stacks and materials are shown below: 

 Layer 

Thickness 

Ex Ey Gxy prxy Dens. UTS UCS 

 [mm] [MPa] [MPa] [MPa] [-] [kg/m3] [MPa] [MPa] 

 

Gelcoat 

 

0.05 

 

3440 

  

1380 

 

0.3 

 

1235 

 

- 

 

- 

E-LT- 5500(UD)  

0.47 

 

41,800 
14,000 

 

2630 

 

0.28 

 

1920 

 

972 

 

702 

 

SNL(Triax) 

 

0.94 

 

27,700 
13,650 

 

7200 

 

0.39 

 

1850 
700iii  

- 

 

Saertex(DB) 

 

1 

 

13,600 
13,300 11,800 

 

0.49 

 

1780 

 

144 

 

213 

 

FOAMiv 

 

1 

 

256 

 

256 

 

22 

 

0.3 

 

200 

 

- 

 

- 

 

 

Carbon(UD) 

 

 

 

0.47 

 

 

 

114,500 

 

 

 

8,390 

 

 

 

5990 

 

 

 

0.27 

 

 

 

1220 

 

 

 

1546 

 

 

 

1047 

Table 3.2 Material Properties WTB [8] 

Stack ID Stack name Material 

1 Gelcoat Gelcoat 

2 Triax Skins SNL(Triax) 

3 Triax Root SNL(Triax) 

4 UD Carbon Carbon(UD) 

5 UD Glass TE E-LT-5500(UD) 

6 TE Foam Foam 

7 LE Foam Foam 

Table 3.3 Mapping of stacks and materials for the skin [8] 
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Table 3.4 Number of layers along the 5MW WTB [8] 

Blade 

span (m) 

TE TE_REINF TE_PANEL CAP LE_PANEL LE 

0 1,2,3,2 1,2,3,2 1,2,3,2 1,2,3,2 1,2,3,2 1,2,3,2 

1.3667 1,2,3,2 1,2,3,2 1,2,3,2 1,2,3,2 1,2,3,2 1,2,3,2 

1.5 1,2,3,2 1,2,3,5,6,2 1,2,3,6,2 1,2,3,4,2 1,2,3,7,2 1,2,3,2 

6.8333 1,2,3,2 1,2,3,5,6,2 1,2,3,6,2 1,2,3,4,2 1,2,3,7,2 1,2,3,2 

9 1,2,2 1,2,5,6,2 1,2,6,2 1,2,4,2 1,2,7,2 1,2,2 

43.05 1,2,2 1,2,5,6,2 1,2,6,2 1,2,4,2 1,2,7,2 1,2,2 

45 1,2,2  1,2,6,2 1,2,4,2 1,2,7,2 1,2,2 

61.5 1,2,2  1,2,2 1,2,2 1,2,2 1,2,2 

Table 3.5 Stacking sequence for the skin  5MW [8] 

Stack ID Material Stack ID 

8 Saertex(DB) 8 

9 Foam 9 

Table 3.6 Mapping of stacks and materials for the shear webs [8] 

Blade span (m) SW Num. of layers 

of DB per stack 

Blade span (m) 

1.3667 8,9,8 2 50 

61.5 8,9,8 2 50 

Table 3.7Stacking sequence for the skin [8] 
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In order to scale down the layup of the reference WTB, the blade can be 

divided in a certain number of stations along the blade span, each one with 

its own airfoil (defined in 3.2.1), stacking sequence and number of layers. 

The subdivision of the blade (that will be later used as input in the Numad 

software) is shown below (Table 3.8 Blade Subdivision): 

Station 

ID 

Dist. 

From root 

Airfoil Twist Chord Aero 

Centre 

1 0 Circular 11,5 2,2113 0,5 

2 1 Circular 11,5 2,3044 0,5 

3 2 Circular 11,5 2,3817 0,5 

4 3 Interp_1 11,5 2,4603 0,5 

5 4 Interp_2 11,5 2,584 0,5 

6 5 Interp_3 11,5 2,7798 0,5 

7 6 Interp_4 11,5 3,0054 0,5 

8 7 Interp_5 11,5 3,2069 0,5 

9 8 Interp_6 11,5 3,3289 0,5 

10 9 Interp_7 11,5 3,4321 0,5 

11 10 Interp_8 11,5 3,6057 0,275 

12 10,61162 DU-W-405LM 11,5 3,6719 0,275 

13 12 Interp_9 10,3821155 3,6327 0,275 

14 14,12567 DU-W-350 9,264231 3,5137 0,275 

15 16 Interp_10 8,6420095 3,38 0,275 

16 17,01907 DU 97-W-300LM 8,019788 3,2601 0,275 

17 20 Interp_11 7,350356 2,8109 0,275 

18 22 Interp_12 6,680924 2,5189 0,275 
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19 24,10447 DU 91-W2-

250LM 

6,011492 2,2802 0,275 

20 26 Interp_13 5,320676333 2,1143 0,275 

21 28 Interp_14 4,629860667 1,9775 0,275 

22 30 Interp_15 3,939045 1,863 0,275 

23 32 Interp_16 3,248229333 1,7852 0,275 

24 34 Interp_17 2,557413667 1,6948 0,275 

25 35,68387 DU 93-W-210LM 1,866598 1,541949 0,275 

26 38 Interp_18 1,683648 1,2495 0,275 

27 39,76917 NACA 64-618 1,500698 1,2 0,275 

28 42,18283 NACA 64-618 0,335692 0,8891667 0,275 

29 42,64156 NACA 64-618 0,274166 0,7777778 0,275 

30 43,1003 NACA 64-618 0,21264 0,6666667 0,275 

31 43,55903 NACA 64-618 0,15 0,5502511 0,275 

32 44,01777 NACA 64-618 0,106 0,4126883 0,275 

33 44,60888 NACA 64-618 0,106 0,275125 0,275 

Table 3.8 Blade Subdivision 

If we call 𝑁𝑠 the number of total stations, 𝑛𝑠,𝑖 the number of plies for the 

material 𝑖 at the station 𝑠, 𝑛𝑠,𝑖
𝑟𝑒𝑓

 the number of plies for the material 𝑖 at the 

station 𝑠 for the reference blade, using the same stacking sequence we can 

scale the layup by defining: 

 𝑛𝑠,𝑖 = 𝑛𝑠,𝑖
𝑟𝑒𝑓

∙ 𝛾𝑠ℎ  Eq. 10 

For the shell/skin of the WTB, and: 

 𝑛𝑠,𝑖 = 𝑛𝑠,𝑖
𝑟𝑒𝑓

∙ 𝛾𝑠𝑤 Eq. 11 

For the shear web, where 𝛾𝑠ℎ is the shell scale factor and 𝛾𝑠𝑤 is the shear web 

scale factor. 
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With the previous definition of a layup, every possible combination is 

characterized by the vector of design variables: 

 𝑥 = [𝛾𝑠ℎ  𝛾𝑠𝑤] Eq. 12 

To find the closest match between the real blade and the modelled blade, 

we mean to solve the following optimization problem: 

 min
𝑥∈ℋ

𝑤𝑚(𝑥) − 𝑤𝑟 ∙ 𝛼𝑠 Eq. 13 

Where 𝑤𝑟 is the weight of the blade, 𝑤𝑚(𝑥) is the weight of the modelled 

blade, 𝑥 is the set of design variables defining the ply number based on the 

admissible design space ℋ, and 𝛼𝑠 is a corrective coefficient that define the 

weight of the blade without considering bolt and accessories. 

Each solution 𝑥 is subjected to the following constrains: 

• Manufacturing constraints: 

1) There must exist at least 50 plies along the whole length of the 

blade: 

∀𝑠 ∈ [1, 𝑁𝑠]   ∑ 𝑛𝑠,𝑖

𝑁𝑚𝑎𝑡

𝑖=0

> 50 

Where 𝑁𝑠 is the total number of the stations, 𝑁𝑚𝑎𝑡 is the total 

number of material defined, and 𝑛𝑠,𝑖 is the number of ply for the 

material 𝑖 at the station 𝑠. 

2) The stacking sequence at each station must be the same used by 

the reference blade 

• Mechanical constraints: 

1) For the maximum tip displacement constraint the tip 

displacement of the blade should not exceed 𝑢𝑚𝑎𝑥, this constraint is 

represented as: 

𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑝(𝑥) < 𝑢𝑚𝑎𝑥 

2) For the maximum stress constraint we used the maximum stress 

failure criterion [28-30]: 

−𝑘 min
 

(𝜎1
𝑖(𝑥)) − 𝑈𝐶𝑆𝑖 ≤ 0  

𝑘 max
 

(𝜎1
𝑖(𝑥)) − 𝑈𝑇𝑆𝑖 ≤ 0 
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−𝑘 𝑚𝑖𝑛 (𝜎2
𝑖(𝑥)) − 𝑈𝑇𝐶𝑆𝑖 ≤ 0 

𝑘 max
 

(𝜎2
𝑖(𝑥)) − 𝑈𝑇𝑇𝑆𝑖 ≤ 0 

−𝑘 𝑚𝑖𝑛 (𝜏12
𝑖 (𝑥)) − 𝑈𝑆𝑆𝑖 ≤ 0 

𝑘 𝑚𝑎𝑥 (𝜏12
𝑖 (𝑥)) − 𝑈𝑆𝑆𝑖 ≤ 0 

By iterating the process of simulation, we will obtain a set of possible 

configurations, everyone with the same weight; an example of output of 

this process is shown in Fig. 3.21. 

 

Fig. 3.21 IsoWeight Curve 

Once a set of possible configurations is found ([𝑥1, 𝑥2, … , 𝑥𝑖 , … , 𝑥𝑛𝑐]), the best 

match between the real blade and the simulated one, is found by simulating 

for each configuration the effect of gravity on the blade in two position 𝜃0 =

0, 𝜃1 = 180 as indicated in the figure below (Fig. 3.22): 
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Fig. 3.22 Blade orientation 

The strains on the simulated blade13 are then stored and use to compute the 

amplitude that the rotation of the blade would generate, so for each 

configuration 𝑥𝑖 we will obtain: 

 𝐴𝑖
𝑠 = [𝐴𝐴

𝑠 , 𝐴𝐵
𝑠 , 𝐴𝐶

𝑠 , 𝐴𝐷
𝑠 ] Eq. 14 

Where 𝐴𝐴
𝑠 , 𝐴𝐵

𝑠 , 𝐴𝐶
𝑠 , 𝐴𝐷

𝑠  are respectively the amplitude of the simulated strain 

where the sensors A, B, C, D have been mounted. 

 
13 The strain on the simulated blade is sampled in the same position where the sensors have 

been mounted on the real blade. 
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Finally, the configuration chosen is the configuration 𝑥𝑖 such that will 

satisfy the condition in Eq. 15: 

 𝑖 | 𝑚𝑖𝑛(|𝐴 − 𝐴𝑖
𝑠|) Eq. 15 

 

3.4.3 Services 

In order to finally compute the used life within a certain time interval, 

additional parameters are needed, such as lead-lag, flap-wise bending 

moment, pitch and angular velocity of the rotor. 

3.4.3.1 Retrieving additional parameters data 

To retrieve all the parameters necessary in the next section to simulate the 

WTB, we start from the decomposed signal from the EMD algorithm, 

meaning the signal only due to the gravity, and the signal due to 

aerodynamics + inertial loads: 

 𝜀𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦 = [𝜀𝑔
𝐴, 𝜀𝑔

𝐵, 𝜀𝑔
𝐶 , 𝜀𝑔

𝐷] Eq. 16 

 𝜀𝑎𝑒𝑟𝑜+𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑡 = [𝜀𝑜
𝐴, 𝜀𝑜

𝐵, 𝜀𝑜
𝐶 , 𝜀𝑜

𝐷] Eq. 17 

Where 𝜀𝑔
𝐴, 𝜀𝑔

𝐵 , 𝜀𝑔
𝐶 , 𝜀𝑔

𝐷 are the strain signal from the sensors due to only the 

gravity force, and 𝜀𝑜
𝐴, 𝜀𝑜

𝐵, 𝜀𝑜
𝐶 , 𝜀𝑜

𝐷 are the signal due to aerodynamics loads and 

inertial load. 

If we analyse the signals 𝜀𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦 in Eq. 16 and shown in the figure below 

(Fig. 3.23): 
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Fig. 3.23 Strain due to Gravity 

We can see that the signal A and B are in phase as well as signal CD, the 

distance between the signal A, B and D, C at each peak depends on the pitch 

of the WTB. 

If we consider the WTB as a uniform beam at the section where the sensors 

have been mounted (𝑟𝑠𝑝 = 2.63 [𝑚]) the relationship between the pitch and 

the signals is: 

 𝜗𝑃 = tan−1 (
𝜀𝑔

𝐵∗

𝜀𝑔
𝐴∗) Eq. 18 

The next step is to obtain the angular velocity of the rotor, this is easily done 

by applying a STFT to one of the signal [𝜀𝑔
𝐴, 𝜀𝑔

𝐵, 𝜀𝑔
𝐶 , 𝜀𝑔

𝐷] with an appropriate 

window length 𝑇𝑜𝑏𝑠, and getting the frequency where the value of the 

Fourier transform  has its peak, as shown in Fig. 3.24. 
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Fig. 3.24 STFT of the signal D 

The final step is to retrieve the bending moments that are applied to the 

blade during its operation (flapwise bending moment 𝑀𝑓, edgewise 

bending moment 𝑀𝑒), this is done by following the procedure described by 

the well-known IEC normative 61400-13 which consist in finding the values 

of the calibration matrix defined in the following way: 

 [
𝑆𝑓

𝑆𝑒
] = [

𝐴1 𝐴2

𝐴3 𝐴4
] ∙ [

𝑀𝑓

𝑀𝑒
] Eq. 19 

Where 𝑆𝑓 is the strain signal in the flapwise direction, and 𝑆𝑒 is the strain 

signal in edgewise direction. 

The calibration coefficients 𝐴1, 𝐴2, 𝐴3, 𝐴4 are usually found by applying a 

load only in one direction per time and then finding the coefficients needed, 

but since the calibration process hasn’t been applied, the coefficient have 

been found by fitting them using known points in the signals acquired. 

Specifically using the signals [𝜀𝑔
𝐴, 𝜀𝑔

𝐵, 𝜀𝑔
𝐶 , 𝜀𝑔

𝐷] in the point shown in the figure 

below (Fig. 3.25): 
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Fig. 3.25 Horizontal Blade Points 

We know that the blade is in the horizontal position, so the gravitational 

force will be perpendicular to the blade axis, and knowing the pitch, mass, 

centre of mass of the blade we can find the bending moments: 

 𝑀𝑓 = 𝑤𝑟 ∙ 𝑟𝑔 ∙ 𝑔 ∙ cos 𝜗𝑃 Eq. 20 

 𝑀𝑒 = 𝑤𝑟 ∙ 𝑟𝑔 ∙ 𝑔 ∙ cos 𝜗𝑃 Eq. 21 

Where 𝑟𝑔 is the distance of the centre of gravity of the WTB relative to the 

root, 𝑤𝑟 is the weight of the blade, 𝑔 the gravitational acceleration and 𝜗𝑃 

the pitch of the blade. 

So, calling 𝜀𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦
∗  all the peaks shown in Fig. 3.25 we will have a set of 

points with which we will be able to fit the calibration coefficient14: 

 [
𝜀𝑔

𝐴∗

𝜀𝑔
𝐵∗] = [

𝐴1 𝐴2

𝐴3 𝐴4
] ∙ [

𝑤𝑟 ∙ 𝑟𝑔 ∙ 𝑔 ∙ cos 𝜗𝑃

𝑤𝑟 ∙ 𝑟𝑔 ∙ 𝑔 ∙ cos 𝜗𝑃
] Eq. 22 

Finally, the bending moments cab be easily found bi inverting Eq. 19: 

 [
𝑀𝑓

𝑀𝑒
] =

1

𝐴1𝐴4 − 𝐴2𝐴3
[
𝐴4 −𝐴2

−𝐴3 𝐴1
] ∙ [

𝑆𝑓

𝑆𝑒
] Eq. 23 

 
14 The fitting process id done using the python library SciPy 
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3.4.3.2 Retrieve the used life 

Once every parameter has been found within a certain time interval, we can 

proceed by simulating the WTB model and obtain the stress distribution 

along the blade. 

So, for each time interval 𝑖  of duration ∆𝑇𝑖 we will have the following set of 

parameters: 

 𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑠𝑖 = [𝑅𝑃𝑀, 𝜗𝑃, 𝑀𝑓 , 𝑀𝑒] Eq. 24 

This set of parameters will be used to define the loads to apply to the FEM 

model: 

• With the RMP we will apply the centrifugal loads to the blade 

• With 𝜗𝑃,knowing the weight and the centre of gravity of the blade, 

we are able to apply gravity loads in the same direction and intensity 

of the blade in real life 

• With 𝑀𝑓 , 𝑀𝑒 we are able to apply the aerodynamic loads 

Now we can proceed in two different ways 

1. We can choose a small-time interval and simulate all load applied 

simultaneously (gravity, aerodynamic, centrifugal) and apply the 

rain flow code to the stress of each element of the DT 

2. For each interval (about 10 min long) we simulate the blade under 

the gravity load, and consider it as the alternating load, and 

separately simulate the aerodynamic and centrifugal loads and 

consider them as the mean load 

While method 1 is more accurate, it would require more computation time 

(more than the time interval) so in this situation we adopted the second 

method. 
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Once the simulation is complete, we will obtain as output the following 

matrix: 

 𝜎𝑘
𝐸𝐿𝐸𝑀 = [𝜎𝑎,𝑘, 𝜎𝑚,𝑘] Eq. 25 

Where 𝜎𝑎,𝑘 is the alternating stress due to gravity at the element 𝑘 of the DT, 

and 𝜎𝑚,𝑘 is the mean stress due to aerodynamic load and centrifugal forces 

at the element 𝑘 of the DT. 

Using the Miner Rule for each element of the DT, for each component of the 

equivalent stress spectrum 𝜎𝑖 it corresponds a fatigue life of 𝑁𝑖 cycles, the 

damage accumulated in the interval 𝑖 is defined by: 

 𝐷𝑘,𝑖 = ∑
𝑛𝑘,𝑖

𝑁𝑘,𝑖
 Eq. 26 

Where the total number of cycles admissible 𝑁𝑘,𝑖 at a certain equivalent 

solicitation 𝜎𝑖 can be found by using the Goodman (with 𝜎𝑎,𝑘, 𝜎𝑚,𝑘) diagram 

[39] shown in Fig. 3.26 for the material. 

While the number on cycles 𝑛𝑘,𝑖 within the time interval 𝑖 of the element 𝑘 

can be found simply by: 

 𝑛𝑘,𝑖 =
𝑅𝑃𝑀

60
∙ ∆𝑇𝑖 Eq. 27 
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Fig. 3.26 Goodman Diagram 
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4 Results 

4.1 Digital Twin 

The output of the optimization process described in paragraph 3.4.2 is the 

vector design shown in Eq. 28 

 𝑥𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡 = [𝛾𝑠ℎ  𝛾𝑠𝑤] = [0.875  0.624] Eq. 28 

With 𝛼𝑠 = (1 − 0.05) 

The scaled layup is used as an input file for the Numad15 software which 

generates the blade: 

 

Fig. 4.1 Numad Blade Model 

The Numad software then generates a set of macros that can be used to 

generate the WTB in Ansys (Fig. 4.2), where it will be actually used to 

simulate strain/stress. 

 
15 Numad by Sandia 

https://energy.sandia.gov/programs/renewable-energy/wind-power/rotor-innovation/numerical-manufacturing-and-design-tool-numad/#a195e8bb392f0a7a3
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Fig. 4.2 Ansys Blade Model 

Even if the DT in practice is a FEM model the DT differs from the previous 

one by nature. Indeed, the DT react in real time to the changes sensed in the 

real world and is constantly updated and used in a broader contest. 
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4.2 Empirical Mode Decomposition 

From the EMD we have been able to separate for each sensor, the signal due 

to gravity, and the signal due to aerodynamic + centrifugal load: 

 

Fig. 4.3 Strain due to Gravity 

 

Fig. 4.4 Strain due to Aero + Centrifugal 
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4.3 Pitch Wind Curve 

From different set of data acquired on different days we were able to obtain 

the following Wind-Pitch curve: 

 

Fig. 4.5 Pitch vs Wind Speed 
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4.4 Aerodynamics Loads 

The raw bending moment points, evaluated on a single day, is shown in the 

figures: 

 

Fig. 4.6 One Day Scatter Plot Flapwise Bending Moment 

 

Fig. 4.7 One Day Scatter Plot Edgewise Bending Moment 
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4.5 Fatigue life 

One of the most useful application of this CPS is the availability of the 

stress/strain distribution along the whole blade  for each interval 

considered, from which we are able to predict the fatigue life of the WTB 

and also to detect the most critical points along the blade, and not only 

where the sensors are mounted. 

The added advantage of using a DT is also to have the possibility to 

constantly monitor the deformation of the blade, as an example the tip 

deflection in an important parameter which needs to monitored especially 

in condition of strong wind. 

An example of the output of the algorithm created is given below. 

The algorithm has been applied to a dataset of 24 hours duration, with the 

following wind speed distribution (Fig. 4.8): 

 

Fig. 4.8 Wind Speed over selected interval 

The output of the algorithm is a csv file containing the cumulated damage 

(for the time interval selected) for each point of the blade, to better represent 

the results we’ve applied a colormap to the FEM model which shows the 

cumulated damage for each element in the model. 

There are two main location where the fatigue damage is important: 
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• Near the root section, leading edge: 

 

 

Fig. 4.9 Fatigue Life on the Leading-Edge Suction Side 
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• Root transition zone: 

 

 

Fig. 4.10 Fatigue Life on the Trailing Edge Pressure Side 

Of course the fatigue life and the cumulated damage of the WTB would 

depend on the wind distribution during its service life, but considering that 

the wind distribution overtime would be only the one measured during this 
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24 hours of operation, the legend in Fig. 4.9 and Fig. 4.10 would correspond 

to: 

Damage Service Life (years) 

𝐷 < 1.3𝐸 − 4 𝑇 > 21 

1.3𝐸 − 4 < 𝐷 < 1.52𝐸 − 4 18 < 𝑇 < 21 

1.52𝐸 − 4 < 𝐷 < 1.82𝐸 − 4 15 < 𝑇 < 18 

1.82𝐸 − 4 < 𝐷 < 2.28𝐸 − 4 12 < 𝑇 < 15 

2.28𝐸 − 4 < 𝐷 < 3.04𝐸 − 4 9 < 𝑇 < 12 

Table 4.1 Legend to Service Life 

This information could be very useful since it can indicate what region of 

the blade will deteriorate faster, and consequently plan maintenance in 

advance, specifically when the cumulative damage reaches critical levels. 

Another important graph which can be retrieved is the damage vs wind 

speed, for each region of the blade. An example of such graph for the 

element number 3000 is shown in Fig. 4.11; this graph is important since we 

can be able to predict the future damage that will be accumulated within a 

time interval, given a wind distribution forecast, or alternatively compute 

from historic wind data the damage that the WT already has cumulated (an 

important factor when there is the need to retrofit such a system). 
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Fig. 4.11 Damage vs Wind Speed 

As a final remark to show the importance of obtaining the cumulative 

damage with the use of a DT, instead of using the strain from the sensors, 

we’ve computed the fatigue life using the rain flow procedure on the strain 

signal, obtaining a cumulative damage of: 

 𝐷𝑁𝑜𝐷𝑇 = 1.33110𝐸 − 4 Eq. 29 

While at the same point with the DT: 

 𝐷𝐷𝑇 = 1.37𝐸 − 4 Eq. 30 

The difference of 𝐷𝑁𝑜𝐷𝑇 relative to 𝐷𝐷𝑇 is only by ≈ 3%, so if we’d consider 

only this damage, we would ignore other parts of the WTB that accumulates 

damage faster.   
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5 Conclusion 

The procedure that we’ve shown in this work is able to provide a large 

amount of information starting only with the knowledge of the strain in 4 

points of the blade and its shell geometry, this aspect is crucial when there’s 

the intent of retrofitting a CMS to an older WTB for which we don’t have 

any information about its layup. 

The advantages brought by using only 4 strain gauges to create a DT based 

CPS become especially important when considering the cost associated 

with other CMS such as FBG, ultrasound etc. Another important aspect of 

such CPS is the real time response of the DT to its physical counterpart. 

Future improvements in this work would require a precise measure of the 

operating parameter of the WT coming from the SCADA system, and also 

a stand-alone software able to apply all those algorithms automatically, 

indeed one of the cons of these procedure is that it is highly complicated to 

set up, also in the initial steps, especially in the optimization of the layup, 

there are high computation times, which adds up to the complication of the 

process. 

Another major contribution could be brought by analysing the vibration 

data coming from the sensors, since the sample frequency of the signal is 

about 1024 𝐻𝑧, so the sensors are able to pick up faster signals than the ones 

considered in this work. 
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